Minimum width,
maximum speed
Pedestrian Double Stacker PDP 200

24/7

support

worldwide network

PDP

Double Stacker

Model

PDP 200

Lift height

1675 mm or 2090 mm

Lift capacity

1000 kg + 1000 kg
or straddle lift 2000 kg

Truck width

770 mm

Drive speed

10 km/h unloaded and loaded
12.5 km/h unloaded (option)
(6 km/h with protection bars in folded position)

Standard equipment

Foldable platform with foldable side protection bars
Fork length 1150 mm
Drive and load wheels Vulkollan®
Battery on steel rollers for sideways battery change

Extra equipment

Effortless electrical power steering
Driver-protected platform, four versions
Classified overhead guard
Equipment bar
Writing desk on RAM-C holder
12 V / 8 A power outlet for temporary charging
Low and high load guard
Cold store equipment -35 °C

With a width less than that of a Euro-pallet, the
PDP 200 has a total capacity of 2000 kg (1000
kg + 1000 kg in double pallet handling) and a
maximum lifting height of 2090 mm. Its 2.2 kW
AC-drive motor and driving speed of up to 12.5
km/h contribute to the unique pallet throughput of
this efficient Double Stacker with ride on platforms
(optional).
A wide range of IP-classified electrical components
(IP65 and IP67) ensures low maintenance and high
uptime.
The PDP 200 fits ideally to the needs of cross
docking, facilitating a broad range of applications

THE BEST
OF

and short, medium and long internal transports.
As part of the Atlet product family of UniCarriers,
the PDP combines the skills of the three forklift
manufacturers in one high-performance material
handling product. It combines maximum cost
efficiency and uptime with state-of-the-art
ergonomics and safety.
The new PDP 200 is a doubly efficient long-distance
runner. It combines double stacker efficiency with
long-distance capacity. Featuring state-of-the-art
technology based on proven technologies, the
modular built PDP 200 is designed for maximum
performance and uptime.

UniCarriers designs, manufactures and supports the most advanced material
handling equipment. By integrating the three distinctive brands of Atlet, Nissan
Forklift and TCM, UniCarriers is the perfect mixture of Japanese quality and
technology, Swedish design and ergonomics and German innovative spirit for
the material handling industry. UniCarriers represents more than 65 years of
industry experience, an unparalleled global reach and deep understanding of
local markets.

UniCarriers Europe intro
the new PDP 200 Double Stacker with platform:

duces
ProVision mast
design with offcentre lift cylinder
for optimised vision
over forks

New power steering
solution

Classified overhead
guard

Authorised drivers
only with PIN code
or Smart Start entry

Speed-regulated
lift motor and
proportional
lowering valve for
precise fork control

Battery on steel
rollers

Equipment bar for
accessories

Foldable or driverprotected platform
with excellent
damping

5-point chassis and
adaptive Friction
Force system for
optimised traction

It’s all about
the price.

But what
price?

Reduce your Total Cost of Operation
with UniCarriers
We agree. Price is everything. Or to be more specific: your
Total Cost of Operation (TCO). That’s why we’re so focused on
cutting costs and improving your material handling. The truck
and its performance play an important role, but this is even more
about how we can support you in optimising your warehouse
operations to give you the best value for your money.
Which – in the long run – is what creates a winner.
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